Training & support

Kiwi Brand

Our dedicated Training and Development team
are responsible for conducting introductory and
advanced skin care training sessions. We also
provide support and guidance to help develop
new and existing accounts. The training team at
Self Care truly love what they do.

Joyce Blok Professional Skin Care
Joyce Blok is a brand, a personality and has been an
inspiration to beauty professionals, as well as salon and
spa-goers, for many years. Our dual audience (business
owners and consumers) demand we showcase the best of
the best. Delivering our story across multiple platforms, our
team of extraordinary talent is dedicated to making JB the
first choice for all beauty professionals in New Zealand.

Who are we
Joyce Blok possesses a strong emphasis on natural, active
ingredients while the research and development of all new
products draws on the latest worldwide advances in skin
care. Our philosophy focuses on providing a complete
solution to treat the skin, so we offer an essential care
range for daily use along with an enhanced care line which
contains highly effective cosmeceutical ingredients.

Why choose us?
Premium skin care, New Zealand made and owned
High-quality treatments that can support a full treatment
menu – face, body, men’s and sun care
An excellent and very well-recognised brand
Ideal for boutique salons, large luxury spas or medium
size businesses, we cater for all segments of the industry
As this country’s first locally developed beauty therapy
brand, with products and treatments designed specifically
for New Zealand’s unique climate and skin care
requirements, Joyce Blok Professional Skin Care offers
a strong point of difference for your salon or spa. For
nearly 50 years, Joyce Blok has offered the highest quality
formulations within our skin care collection.

@joycebloknz
facebook.com/joyceblok
www.joyceblok.co.nz

As we are based in Auckland, most of our training
is hosted here. We do offer individualised sessions
in other main centres throughout the year. We
provide travel and accommodation subsidies
for our Auckland-based training and feel it is
important that our stockists have the opportunity
to meet and spend time with the whole Self Care
family. Building relationships is the essence of
what we do. Our success stories are our beauty
partnerships.

Marketing services
Our dedicated marketing team use promotional
emailing opportunities to great effect and
regularly contact our various databases with
seasonal tips and tools. Client drive campaigns,
staff incentives and product launch information
are all managed in-house and our social media
support is unmatched. We are also here to
engage directly with you, and talk about what
needs to be done to help you achieve success.
We have a local team of design and media
professionals, both in-house and available as
contractors.

We believe that a partnership with Self Care
Group would be a wonderful opportunity and fit
for your business. We hope this is the beginning
of a successful and exciting venture as we work to
support and grow your business.
4C George Bourke Drive, Mount Wellington
Auckland 1060
Phone: 09 579 5188
Free-phone 0800 105 107
info@selfcare.co.nz
www.selfcare.co.nz

Our new relationship

A little bit
about us
Self Care Group provides a holistic approach to the
business of supply and service to all those in the
spa and beauty industry, both locally and throughout
Asia-Pacific. We are skin care specialists but are also
able to provide support and care for all aspects of
your spa or salon business. We believe in a strong
focus on wellness, reflected in our carefully curated
selection of ranges and brands that we stock and
work with. Alongside our exclusive distribution of
professional skin care ranges, we offer a selection of
the highest quality spa and beauty therapy equipment,
consumable supplies, business consulting, design
assistance and marketing strategies. We thank you for
choosing us and look forward to working with you.

For more than 30 years,
Aromatherapy Associates
has been specialising in
wellness, mindfulness and
leading a balanced life.
Renowned for their awardwinning products and
spa treatments, they have
transformed the traditional
aromatherapy experience
into something highly
effective yet luxurious.
By harnessing the natural
healing effects of the finest
ingredients, purest extracts
and essential oils, their
core range of blends has
become a phenomenon in
the beauty world and they
are recognised as leaders
in their field. Top three retail
sellers featured opposite.
Truly beautiful.
@aromatherapyassociatesnz

Gems From
Nature
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Deep Relax Bath &
Shower Oil

Anti-Ageing Intensive
Skin Treatment Oil

Anti-Ageing Overnight
Repair Mask

Our best-selling, multi
award-winning sleep
formula is hand-crafted
with a unique and
therapeutic essential
oil complex. Grounding
Vetivert, soothing
Chamomile and calming
Sandalwood promote
restful and deeper sleep.
Simply add a few drops to
your bath or shower – bliss.

Unique, vitamin enriched
oils make this facial
therapy ideal for dry,
dehydrated and mature
skin types. Our essential oil
expertise can be found in
the blend of high altitude
grown Lavender to support
stressed skin and vitality
reviving Rose oils.

Make the most of your
beauty sleep with this
mask. Rejuvenating
Rose and Frankincense
essential oils blended
with Strawberry Seed
extract feed the skin with
nourishing fatty acids to
help plump and hydrate.
Wake to refreshed and
radiant skin, ready to face
the day.

LaGaia Unedited, a pH-balanced,
scientifically-formulated skin care
range delivers potent vitamins,
botanical extracts and gems from
nature to provide unsurpassed
results. With three different ranges
(Precious Elements, pH Basics and
Hydraceuticals), LaGaia Unedited has
been specifically designed for those
who want to restore mind, body and
soul with a sophisticated and focused
beauty regime.

Spa Rituals
Created with care and expertise by
qualified therapists, the ASPAR range
is made with the purest extracts of
botanically active ingredients.
Each formulation has been designed
to deliver maximum results for clients,

REFINERY
The Future
Vitamin E 15% was developed
with distressed skins in mind,
especially after advanced
treatments and post-surgery.
As well as stimulating epidermal
regeneration, this antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory serum reduces
redness, allowing for all round
protection. Advanced ingredients
target vulnerable areas, making
it ideal as an after-treatment
solution, or homecare option.

Whether you’re looking
to introduce, or add
to your existing men’s
range, we are thrilled
to be able to offer you
these award-winning
male grooming
products. Day to night
needs are included
– from shaving
preparations to
intensive treatments.

both in-spa and at home. Whether the
desire is to hydrate, nourish or relax
the mind and body, this range covers
all aspects of spa or salon.

People4Ocean
Fastest Selling Range in 2018 Founded by marine biologists in conjunction
with LaGaia Unedited, P4O provides services and products to protect and
restore coral reef ecosystems worldwide.

From vichy showers
to cotton buds,
treatment couches to
electrolysis needles,
foot spa pedicure
chairs to waxes,
BeautyQuip offers a
full complement of
stock from leading
international and
local spa and beauty
ranges. We also offer
a range of salon
essentials, waxing
care, hygiene and
of course, wellbeing
products.

